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About This Game

Hello Survivor. After a long Lanparty you find yourself in a mysterious forest fighting to stay alive against monsters and
zombies. Explore, build, survive in this first person survival horror world.

Build, explore and survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator.
Key alpha features

Enter a living, breathing world, where every tree and rock can be chopped down.

Chop down trees to build a camp, or start a fire to keep warm. Scavenge food to keep yourself from starving.
Build a shelter however you want to keep yourself safe.

Explore and build during the day. The nights are dark, so use this time to sleep or craft new weapons and tools
Defend yourself against zombies, wild animals and other bad things in the dangerous forest.

Gamers Unknown Survival has been in development by a single person for a while, but now we need your feedback to make it
even better. Our vision for this game is a terrifying open world full of gameplay options and player freedom. We’ve come a long

way but still have a lot of features and improvements to make.

Here’s a small list of what we want to add at the early access:

Save Option - it´s Early access and we are testing this feature to make a perfect save system.
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New Weapons - We plan on adding new weapons and skins every month!

Map Expansion - Over time new areas will be added for you to explore including an underworld system.

More buildable items - More options in what you can construct and what’s available to use.

Craftable Items and Supplies - New items as well as craftable items/structures given more possibilities to create the
world around you.

New Creatures - With more Map Expansion, we plan to add more creatures to the world which in turn will bring new
fears and surprises.

Visual Improvements - Better Textures for the environment and items.New camps, Rock Formations, Mines to explore
and much more!

UI - Tweaks and polish.

Multiplayer - Everyone loves multiplayer, so let’s do it!
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Title: Gamers Unknown Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
GCTV DevTeam
Publisher:
GamerCrewTV
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: 32bit windows users need to ensure they have at least 4gb of ram usable on their system.

English
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gamers unknown survival скачать. gamers unknown survival

First off, I haven't played the game for more than a few hours, but I'm already in love with it! It's been so long since I've started
an Otome game that makes me like some characters at first sight, and like them even more when I got to see their personalities.
The story is great, and the writing is superb. It's up there with the best of them otoges as far as I'm concerned. I does not get dull
as it feels like every scene has a purpose. (Even if just for character or world building.) I'd say it was worth the purchase, and I'll
have fun playing through all the routes!. I had to buy more tissues because of this.. heres what i think of the game. The game has
some bugs but other than that the game is preety fun to play with friends or without friends. ive played all the junk jack versions
and all of them are good.. I cANT PLAY THIS GAME BECAUSE THE CURSOR MOVES TOO FAST. i HAVE
FOLLOWED ALL THE INSTRUCTUINBS AND CANNOT GET IT TO SLOW DOWN SO i CAN ACTUALLY SEE
WHERE iM GOING AS i GO. Otherworldly and haunting. It reminds me of the experimental games I played a lot when I was
younger. Try things out, try to understand, see what you find.. This game is just too hard for me
给想买的人的建议-这游戏很难，而且攻略很难找. simple gameplay i like it. Considering how I haven't put together a puzzle since I was a kid,
this game was a good, satisfying time filler. However, if you are looking for a challenging time management type of experience,
this game will not fulfill you. It is pretty easy to realize the most efficient and easy strategy for dealing with the zombie part of
it.

Overall, get this game when it's on sale for just a few bucks.. I can admire abstraction and minimalism in games when it's done
well, and while parts of this game craft cool, immersive surreal effects, the puzzle design I find very off-putting. Due to its
(supposedly) very brief playtime, lack of any kind of save option, and its rapidly declining quality from start to finish, I have
gone from being initially super interested in what this game was presenting to not even wanting to bother completing it and
finding it hard to recommend to others.

Although "Walking Simulator" isn't in the game's description or tags, that is how I would categorize this game. At first I was
stoked to be playing this game with its "trippy" \/ surreal \/ ominous \/ abstract \/ hallucinatory environments and effects, but it
quickly became obvious the game was going to provide very little beyond the most mundane of puzzles.

The game is surreal at times and can have strange, immersive effects. Unfortunately they seem to become more sparse and
cheap as the game goes on, from strange alternate dimensions in an apartment building to very bland 'cube-looking' \/ generic
puzzles.

I will briefly describe 3 (ofr the maybe 6?) subsequent environments the player encounters. The first section I began to feel like
the game was bogus included a very obnoxious "screen-wobbling" \/ "disoriented" effect which didn't relent until the player had
finished a puzzle which consisted of simply pressing E on some shapes until the player rotated them to be parallel to some black
shapes in another area. The next area consists of walking up a generic-looking, winding staircase, which is little more than just
some blocks leading around in a spiral until you get to the top, all the while with strange metal-creaking sound effects taking
place. As you ascend the staircase, you're supposed to push a few buttons \/ screens on your way up which makes water begin to
fill the bottom of this area and you must walk your way up the stairs (there is no sprint, only your one plodding pace) before it
fills up all the way or you happen to fall off and start again at the bottom of this bland room. The 3rd section (immediately after
the previous "water" section) includes more 'restart-forcing' water in a similar spiral type layout, where if the player slips off at
all they start the section over again. At the center of this spiral however are 12 rune-like devices the player must then go up to
and press E to rotate to match a display at the start of the area. Sure, I guess 'pressing the interact button to rotate Icon
ABCDEFGHIJKL and making sure they match the image \/ display at the front of the area' is a "puzzle" and all but why make
the player do it 12 times over and over instead of just a handful when none of them bring anything new to the table?

Unfortunately and perhaps game-breakingly to some degree, it appears according to the forums there is no save system, which
seems to plague many other walking simulators, forcing the player to restart long segments if you happen to turn the game off
before you've completed its brief play time.

Most of the puzzles in the game are little more than "looking at some graphic that shows the pattern \/ sequence you need to
walk over to and input at a separate station by sitting there and holding E until it rotates to the proper one to match the graphic"
You could have an equal amount of fun bashing your stereo until it emits some kind of shrill static or warbling noise, buying a
combination lock, and rotating its numbers a few times to unlock it.. It's not breaking any molds, but what it does, it does well,
and that is parody literally everything you hold dear.
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Decided to pick this up after seeing the gameplay. I'm glad that the gameplay itself lived up to my expectations. The game is
very fun and accessible for newbies to fighting games like me, and nothing is too complex but I can tell there's a LOT to master.

 As for the port, it's honestly bad. UI is ugly, it's a little annoying to have to look for your character every time you go to the
commands list, and there's some bugs and crashes. Fingers crossed that they'll address the issues, but even if they don't this game
is worth supporting if you want more SNK games on Steam!. Well, the game idea is really interesting, but the developer was
unable. The result is a game containing bugs and other glitches. My rating is 3.5 of 5. "Volter had 3 sons, Valker, Viper and
Viktor..."
I lost after reading this.
Too bad main menu music persist in next three sequels.. \ud83d\udc4c\ud83c\udffb. I came across this game for a dollar while I
was looking for a decent action\/adventure game. What I was found gave me mixed feelings. The game "Silver Knight," while
looking like a school project thrown together in a week at first look, is actually a decent game. Its nice, simple use of pixelated
graphics compliment it nicely with the environments. However, the gameplay can be rather dull. It boils down to you entering
room after room, killing all inside before moving on. I've yet to find powerups or anything that could spice it up a bit. It feels
slower than it should be, but that issue is easily fixable through the game's "dash" action. Something I actually haven't seen much
use of in other RPGs. The battle is pretty hit and miss, but the rooms being so small limit your ability to actually do much first
off without falling flat on your face and having to start over. Each enemy will aimlessly rush you with no sense of surprise or
actual strategy, and bombs will be the lifeblood of your playthrough. The controls, to be blunt, are awkward and shoddy, the
whole character stops moving when you swing your sword in a decently-lengthed animation, but in crowds this becomes a futile
task that only dashing out or using a bomb will fix.

Overall?: 6\/10 as a game, 7\/10 for the price, even on sale.

It's something that will fill the gap of boredom, but won't leave you with a lasting impact or sense of replay. The mechanics are
iffy, and combat is hit-and-miss.. Extremely polished. Totally captures the feel and triggers my nostalgia for whimsical
Nintendo games. Plenty of substantial gameplay variants mean that it's not a one-trick pony. The bot AI is good and makes a fun
challenge out of single player, and playing with others is a blast (see what I did there).. 2nd Pack still isn't working??????????.
Tactical pause are unimplemented. This is going in my montage.. It's good. The career or the tournament from the last game has
improved and the game is harder because of smarter A.I.

I wouldn't recommemend buying the game yet until it has updated.
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